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What you told us - a snapshot

In a recent issue of the Focus and a subsequent community dropin session we presented a snapshot of actions the team is taking in
response to vehicle data, and community and business feedback on
the interim design. We’ve provided some of the key results from that
feedback to the right.
What you told us is informing improvements to be implemented this
month. These will be monitored during the second half of the trial,
through to Easter 2022.
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Shared zone improvements
We’re reducing the size of the shared
zone to accommodate the reinstated
angled parking. We’re making this
space level with the footpath and
installing an alternative surface to
make it more people-friendly and
incorporating shade to increase user
comfort.

Central Wood St parking
We’re reinstating angled
parking on the north side, and
lengthening the accessible park
for safety.

Roundabout improvements
We’ve monitored the impacts of the
mountable roundabout on Wood
Street. We’re repositioning the
roundabout and adding a mountable
asphalt mound to further improve
the flow of traffic and provide more
clarity to the intersection.

Art

Improved pedestrian safety

We’re removing a large area of green paint and resurfacing
outside the pharmacy. A significant section will also be
replaced with the new surface in the shared zone area. The
incorporation of art in the interim design was one of the
key priorities to come out of the community workshops.
Our next steps will be generating ideas with you on how
you see art featuring permanently.

The feedback we received for pedestrian safety
has been mixed. The community felt that the
current crossing facilities have not improved
safety and may cause confusion between drivers
and pedestrians around who has priority. We’re
installing visible raised crossings at either end of
the Wood st shopping area and on Fagan Place.

On-site Monitoring

Other Things in the Works

Although the project is an iterative process, we’ve already seen some promising
results from the trial, and we’ll work to improve these further to work towards
our fundamental goal of providing a safe and pedestrian friendly Mangawhai.

We’ve got a number of smaller tweaks and improvements coming too which
will make Wood Street more enticing to pedestrians and safer for drivers.
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